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Notes for Chapter One 

by Jayādvaita Swami 

 

Apparently Śrīla Prabhupāda himself typed chapter one of Bhagavad-gīlā As It Is sometime in 1965 or 

1966. The manuscript pages give no dates, but on the back of a page for chapter three Śrīla Prabhupāda 

wrote, “2nd chapter w/ Howard for correction. ACB, 8/26/66.” This gives us an upper limit on when Śrīla 

Prabhupāda could have written chapters one and two. 

Sally Agarwal said that when Śrīla Prabhupāda arrived at her home in Butler, Pennsylvania, in September 

of 1965, “He had a typewriter, which was one of his few possessions” (Śrīla-prabhupāda-līlāmŗta, 

volume two, chapter 13). When his typewriter was stolen in April of 1966, some friends replaced it, the 

Līlāmŗta says. 

Devotees present in the early days at 26 Second Avenue have testified that Śrīla Prabhupāda was then 

writing his books by typing. Telling about October 1966, Hayagrīva wrote, “Daily now, in the early 

mornings before any of us awake, Swamiji continues typing out his translation of Bhagavad-gita” (The 

Hare Krishna Explosion, chapter 6). 

The manuscript for this chapter of Bhagavad-gita As It Is bears the signs characteristic of Śrīla 

Prabhupāda’s typed writing: The Sanskrit words and verses are all properly in place, we see none of the 

gaps or approximations left by transcribers, the text reads like writing rather than speech, and in overall 

appearance the manuscript closely resembles other manuscripts we know Śrīla Prabhupāda typed. 

The Bhaktivedanta Archives holds two copies of the manuscript for chapter one: the original and a 

carbon copy. The header at the top of each page identifies the book as “Geetopanisad.” 

The first three pages give the transliterations, word-for-word meanings, and translations—but not the 

purports—for texts 1 through 7. Next, on three pages, we find the purports for texts 1 through 4. The 

first of these pages is marked “Purports No.1 Page 1,” and the other two pages are marked 2 and 3. The 

third page ends, “He knew the strength of Bheema and Arjuna and thus he compared others also with”. 

The published editions supply the word “them,” thus completing the purport. 

We next have text 8, with which Śrīla Prabhupāda begins his usual system of giving the transliteration, 

word meanings, translation, and purport all consecutively, and this is how he continues throughout. The 

first of these pages, however, is marked “Page 8.” This suggests that a set of pages, 4 through 7, which 

would have had the purports for texts 5 through 7, was somehow lost. In the published editions, texts 5 

through 7 have no purports. 

The rest of the manuscript is complete. The last page is numbered “Page 26.”  



The original copy has minor annotations in Śrīla Prabhupāda’s hand, on pages 1, 13, 14, 15, 18, and 20. 

Apart from this the manuscript is devoid of editing. The carbon copy, however, on every page but one, 

shows editing, quite likely done by Hayagrīva Dāsa (the “Howard” mentioned above). Much of the 

editing is done in all caps. The editing is not thorough, but much of it does seem to have been 

incorporated, further refined, in the published book. Except for some diacritical marks added to the 

transliteration of text 1 (quite likely by Śrīla Prabhupāda himself), there is no sign of editing for Sanskrit. 

These two manuscripts, like all the other Gītā manuscripts in the Archives, were available for me to 

consult for the second edition.  

The red revisions seen in my copy of the Gītā were all put there by me, but not all of them are mine. For 

the technical changes made to the transliterations and word meanings, and to Sanskrit in the purports, I 

was transferring revisions made separately by the BBT’s Sanskrit editors, mainly Gopīparāṇadhana Dāsa. 

Changes to the word meanings made purely for the sake of English, however, were mine—for example, 

in text two, the change from the redundant “approaching nearby” to simply “approaching.” In text 36, 

the note about the Devanāgarī letter sa was mine, but the sa itself was probably written by a Sanskrit 

editor. 

My thanks to Matsya Avatāra Dāsa, a student of Gopīparāṇadhana Prabhu’s, for the yellow sticky notes 

for the word-for-word meanings. Matsya Avatāra teaches Sanskrit at the Śrīmad-Bhāgavata Vidyāpīṭham 

(the BBT’s Sanskrit school at Govardhana) and is compiling the school’s textbook on Śrīla Jīva Gosvāmī’s 

grammar. He was not involved in editing either edition of Bhagavad-gītā As It Is. 

This file includes attached images from the original manuscript. To see them properly, it is best to view 

the file using Adobe Acrobat Reader. Other PDF readers may not properly show the annotations and 

attachments. To open the text of an annotation, click on it twice. 

Thoughtful questions and comments are welcome. You can write to me at jswami@pamho.net. 

 



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
An "m" in a box signifies that the text is to be indented by one em -- a typesetting unit equal to the width of the letter M in type of the same font.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Didn't happen. We decided to leave the text as is.

jswami
Sticky Note
original manuscript: "what did they do"?


jswami
File Attachment
what did they do

jswami
Sticky Note
The "N" means that the typist was to take the text from a separate manuscript of revised translations. A revision might have been major or might have been as small as the adding or subtracting of a comma.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Punctuation: A comma is mandatory to set off the nonrestrictive clause. According to Strunk and White (The Elements of Style -- Fourth Edition -- a standard authority), "Nonrestrictive relative clauses are parenthetic. . . Commas are therefore needed."See: http://www.bartleby.com/141/strunk.html#3orhttp://writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/Commas.html

jswami
Sticky Note
Fixed redundancy.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Fixed pronouns with ambiguous antecedents.From the website of Reed College: "To be understood, a pronoun must refer clearly to a single nearby antecedent."In the words of the Fowler brothers in The King's English: "There should not be two parties justifying even a momentary doubt about which the pronoun represents."See:http://academic.reed.edu/writing/grammar_review/pronouns.html

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "and thus assured him"


jswami
File Attachment
assured him

jswami
Note
For later books published during Srila Prabhupada's physical presence, dividing Sanskrit compounds into their constituent parts was part of the routine work the Sanskrit editors performed.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Note
Again, dividing a Sanskrit compound into its constituent parts. 



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
The Sanskrit is grammatically singular.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Ye is a relative pronoun, usually translated as "who." This accounts for the "who" seen in Srila Prabhupada's translation.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
The first edition was faithful to the manuscript. But both are clearly in error. And here I thought this error deserved to be corrected.I thought about this for a long time because this was not an editor's error but a "transcendental error" made by Srila Prabhupada himself. On one hand, Srila Prabhupada had instructed that even the mistakes of the acarya should be respected. On the other, he had told his editors to fix such mistakes in his books.Here, the mistake is so obvious that I thought Srila Prabhupada would be better served with the mistake fixed than with it left.That Krpacarya's twin, Krpi, was Dronacarya's wife is well known to everyone familiar with the Mahabharata from reading it, hearing it,or seeing it on television. As Srila Prabhupada wrote in a purport to Srimad-Bhagavatam (1.7.45), "The wife of Dronacarya, Krpi, is the sister of Krpacarya."

jswami
Sticky Note
Punctuation: A hyphen would be correct only if "ever-victorious" preceded what it is meant to modify.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Srila Prabhupada used "your goodself" in his original translation of the verse. The change here was made to preserve that usage. Bhavan is a respectful form of address.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Fixed double translation. The idea "many" is already covered by the word bahavah. 

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Fixed double translation. The idea "battle" is already covered by "military science." (Visaradah alone simply means "experienced.") 

jswami
Note
For later books published during Srila Prabhupada's physical presence, fixing "double translations" in the word-for-word meanings was part of the Sanskrit editors' routine work.


jswami
File Attachment
Krpacarya.png


jswami
Dronacarya's wife
Dronacarya's wife.png



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: Here I considered etc. redundant.Strunk and White flatly declare, "At the end of a list introduced by such as, for example, or any similar expression, etc. is incorrect."

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Grammatically singular in the Sanskrit.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
The idea "all" comes from the word sarve.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
In Sanskrit abhiraksantu is an active verb.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar. For this subjunctive construction ("important that other heroes not"), the "would" is intrusive and wrong. 

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "He also knwe [sic] that those two generals had some sort of affection for the Pandavas and that may be now completely given up by them as they had it done during the gamblig [sic] performances."The original editor missed the intended meaning. The second edition has it right.


jswami
File Attachment
During the gambling performances.png

jswami
Note
I changed "being forced to strip naked" to "being forced to appear naked." Draupadi was not forced to strip.The change is not shown here, I suppose because I made it later during the production of the book.I could have, and should have, edited this further to make it more precise--“while the attempt was being made to force her to appear naked" or "while the attempt was being made to strip her naked"--but I didn't. I'm not sure, now, whether I was being conservative or just lazy. I don't think either the first edition or the second adequately represents what Srila Prabhupada intended. Sometimes "trying to do the minimum" results in not doing enough.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: sequence of tenses.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Our dictionaries all have herculean lower case and do not acknowledge upper case as a variant.

jswami
Note
"One of the most frequent errors in comma usage is the placement of a comma after a coordinating conjunction [such as "but"]. We cannot say that the comma will always come before the conjunction and never after, but it would be a rare event, indeed, that we need to follow a coordinating conjunction with a comma. When speaking, we do sometimes pause after the little conjunction, but there is seldom a good reason to put a comma there." --"The Capital Community College Guide to Grammar and Writing." http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/commas.htm (Accessed September 22, 2009)

jswami
Note
Punctuation. Here "so" serves as a coordinating conjunction, and the above comment about "but" applies.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Note
Sequence of tenses.

jswami
Note
In all of Srila Prabhupada's later books, our BBT standard was to insert a blank line to set off each verse from the next.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "Mahabahu=strong armed"

jswami
Note
Seeing "Saubhadra (Abhimanyu)," the reader might mistakenly think these were two names for the same person. Changing the order of the words solves this problem.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Fixed double translation. Ubhayoh just means "both." "The parties" is a double translation of senayoh.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "to render service"

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: dangling modifier.Because the descriptive phrase "as master" does not modify "everyone," the phrase dangles.See http://grammar.about.com/od/d/g/danglmodterm.htm


jswami
File Attachment
render service.png



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Stet means "keep it as is."



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "predicted." 

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Fixed redundancy. "All" is already covered by the word etan.

jswami
Note
The deleted "Partha" was not in the original manuscript.


jswami
File Attachment
predicted.png



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: dangling modifier. 

jswami
Sticky Note
Parallel structure."This principle, that of parallel construction, requires that expressions similar in content and function be outwardly similar. . . . Correlative expressions (both, and; not only, but also; either, or; first, second, third; and the like) should be followed by the same grammatical construction." --Strunk and White(I should have also deleted the comma before the "but." The comma wrongly divides a dependent clause.)



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "in such bewildering conditon [sic]."

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
In the original manuscript, pasyami and its English equivalent were left out. For the translation of the verse, the manuscript gives "see,"not "foresee." The Sanskrit editor apparently provided "foresee" to match the translation from which the English editor borrowed.


jswami
File Attachment
such a bewildering condition.png



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "Arjuna visioned just the opposite causes in the battlefield". (Viparitani = "just the opposite"--that is, reverses.)

jswami
Sticky Note
The original manuscript says only nimitta, but that form of the word doesn't appear in the verse, and in context nimittani viparitani is what makes sense.

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "No one is interested in the Supreme selfishness of Krishna. Arjuna is supposed to show such ignorance of selfishness by the Will of Krishna. The real selfishness is Vishnu." The original editor missed the intended meaning. Na te viduh svartha-gatim hi visnum (Bhagavatam 7.5.31).

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "By such blind conception of life one forgets even causes of material happiness."The original editor missed the intended meaning.


jswami
File Attachment
real self-interest.png


jswami
File Attachment
causes of material happiness.PNG



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: consistent use of tense.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: tenses.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: Ambiguous antecedent. ("satisfy his senses")

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "But Govinda is not meant for satisfying our senses. If we however try to satisfy the senses of Govinda. . ."

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Kim nu is another idiomatic expression, much like the eva hi mentioned previously

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Kanksitam and nah are syntactically connected. And so: "desired by us." 

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
The genitive case in Sanskrit can be translated either as "of" or as "for," depending on the context. Here, "for the sake of whom."

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
"For the kingdom." Again, can be translated either "of" or "for."

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "By using this significant word Arjuna means Krsna to understand what will satisfy his senses." 


jswami
File Attachment
Krsna should understand.png



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
In the original devanagari, some versions of the Gita say sva-bandhavan, others sa-bandhavan. Srila Prabhupada's original manuscript, both for the transliterated verse and for the word-for-word meanings, says sa-bandhavan. Sva means "one's own," and sa means "along with." In the manuscript, Srila Prabhupada's translation for the verse says "the sons of Dhrtarastra along with friends," following the reading sa.So both for Srila Prabhupada's word meanings and for his original translation, sa gives the right match.

jswami
Sticky Note
This indicates a change from sva to sa.

jswami
Note
Punctuation: The comma wrongly splits the two parts of a dependent clause.


jswami
File Attachment
sa-bandhavan.png


jswami
File Attachment
along with friends.png



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: ". . . people still now are anxious to have the kingdom of Lord Rama ( Rama Rajya). . . "Srila Prabhupada, it seems, here alludes to the modern "Rama Rajya" political party. As explained in the Wikipedia entry for Akhil Bharatiya Ram Rajya Parishad (accessed March 20, 2009):"Akhil Bharatiya Ram Rajya Parishad, 'All India Council of Rama's Kingdom', was a traditionalist Hindu party in India. It was founded by Swami Karpatri (1905-1980) in 1948. The Ram Rajya Parishad won three Lok Sabha seats in the 1952 elections and two in the 1962 elections. In 1952, 1957 and 1962, it won several dozens of Vidhan Sabha seats all in the Hindi belt, mostly in Rajasthan. The party then turned inactive and was one of the many parties to merge together to form the Bharatiya Jana Sangh."As recorded in the Folio VedaBase, Srila Prabhupada mentioned the Rama Rajya Party in a conversation held on December 11, 1971, in New Delhi, and in a class on Srimad-Bhagavatam 5.5.28 given in Vrindavan on November 15, 1976.In the purport for the first edition, the original editor was almost surely unaware of the intended modern reference.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: Ambiguous antecedent.


jswami
File Attachment
Rama-rajya.PNG



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Yadi with api is a set phrase that means "even if" or "although," as in Srila Prabhupada's translation of the verse.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Asmat papat means "from these sins." ("By us" is included in asmabhih.)

jswami
Note
Manuscript: "why He should induce Arjuna in matter which will ultimately bring about misfortune.""Have to" is not needed.


jswami
File Attachment
should not induce Arjuna.PNG

jswami
Sticky Note
For krtam, the words whited out were "by so doing," which match the manuscript but not the part of speech for the Sanskrit word (krtam is a passive participle).



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: Sequence of tenses. Punctuation: Comma needed with a negative, to avoid confusion.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Here the subject of the verb jayate is "unwanted progeny." To say "it" when we already have a mentioned subject is redundant and potentially confusing.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
The Sanskrit here is plural.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "Community project of the four orders of human society combined with family welfare activities. . ." Srila Prabhupada is glossing jati-dharmah and kula-dharmah.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Here the Sanskrit jati-dharmah and kula-dharmah are plural.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
The word karakaih goes with dosaih. And so the meaning is "by such faults, which are causes..."


jswami
File Attachment
community projects.PNG

jswami
Sticky Note
What was whited out was "causes devastation." Utsadyante is a passive participle and is plural. The revised meaning matches the translation. 



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Grammar: "Before death" was awkwardly placed. ("The process of ablution before death"? "Before death for his sinful activities"?)Apart from that: "Ablution" is the wrong word. "Ablution" means "a cleansing with water or other liquid, especially as a religious ritual." This is not the meaning of prayascitta. We know from Srila Prabhupada's lectures on the First Chapter of the Sixth Canto, and from his translation of that chapter, that the word he intended was not "ablution" but "atonement." I fixed this sometime later, and so the correction is not shown here.



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Whoever did the word-for-word in the Macmillan edition made a mistake. Srila Prabhupada had aho in the manuscript (he seems to have typed the o over an a), and aho is the correct word in the context.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Here "for" is gratuitous. Hantum udyatah = "trying to kill."


jswami
File Attachment
aho.png



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.

jswami
Sticky Note
Original manuscript: "Arjuna however decides that he would not even fight [if] he is attacked by his enemy in that awkward condition."The original editor missed the meaning intended.

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Here me is in the genitive case, which again can be translated as "of" or "for," depending on the context. Here "better for me" is more clear than "of me" ("mine").

Matsya Avatara dasa
Sticky Note
Upastha means "seat," and upasthe means "on the seat."


jswami
File Attachment
even if attacked.PNG

jswami
Sticky Note
The word whited out was "keeping." "Casting aside" gives the right sense and, in retrospect, would have been a better choice.In Indian English, "keep" is often used for "put." So, for example, "Keep your passport on the desk" could mean "Take your passport out and put it on the desk."



BG 01: Macmillan hard with corrs. for 1983 ed.



jswami
Text Box
  Original manuscript 



jswami
Text Box
  Carbon copy 



jswami
Text Box
  Original manuscript



jswami
Text Box
  Carbon copy



jswami
Text Box
From the Second Edition
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